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About Item

1. Convenient Qi Wireless Charging:Experience seamless charging by using the 5 Core
charging dock Station. A well-designed wireless charger for iPhone and Android gives you
the freedom to eliminate over-dependency on fragile wires. It is a case-friendly charging
station meaning the charging doesn’t stop even with the case attached to the phone.

2. Ultra Slim:With a thickness of just 0.3 inches, this wireless charging pad boasts an ultra-slim
design that enables you to carry it with ease in your pocket or bag. The inclusion of Type-C
cables ensures faster charging speeds for Your Qi-compatible devices.

3. Sleek Design:This charging pad features a unique design that is ideal for AirPods and offers
anti-Skid protection. To get the best charging results, place your device on the center of the
wireless charging pad's silicone ring. The four silicone pads located underneath the charger
are also anti-skid.

4. Safe and Certified:This wireless charger has been certified by QI and UL and features
Multifunctional Intelligent Protect Technology that provides various safety measures such as
temperature control, over-voltage protection, over-current protection, short-circuit prevention,
and Foreign Object Detection. These features guarantee your safety while using the device.

5. Case-friendly & sleep-friendly charging:The 5 Core Wireless charger is compatible with
most smartphone cases that are up to 4mm thick. However, cases made of metal or
featuring external attachments such as magnets, credit cards, grips, and stands will trigger
foreign object detection and can interfere with charging. The sleep-friendly LED indicator
shows the charging status without disturbing your sleep.

Product Description

Are you tired of dealing with messy cables and tangled wires every time you need to
charge your device? Say goodbye to that headache with our state-of-the-art wireless
charger! The 5 Core wireless charger is the perfect companion for your AirPods and any
QI-enabled smartphones.

The portable charging station will complement any workspace or home decor with a
sleek and stylish design. Plus, it's incredibly easy to use! Simply place your device on
the charging pad, and watch as it charges wirelessly. The 5 Core wireless charger also
boasts advanced charging features like temperature control, surge protection, and
short-circuit prevention to keep your devices safe. Upgrade your charging game today
with our wireless charger!

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority ??a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.



Features

Case-Friendly Up to
4mm

World-Class Safety Efficient USB-C Plug Sleep-friendly

The 5 Core wireless
charger
accommodates a
phone case up to
4mm thick. It can
charge through
protective cases that
are less than 4 mm
thick.

Safety is our top
priority, so we use
exclusive 5 Core
technology in our
wireless charger. This
advanced technology
provides surge
protection,
temperature control,
and other safety
features.

Our wireless charging
station features an
efficient USB-C plug
that follows the latest
trend in USB interface
technology. We have
upgraded the regular
USB-micro plug to the
newest USB-C plug.

The 5 Core
charging pad is
sleep-friendly.
Once it recognizes
that your phone is
charging, the LED
will turn off to
ensure the
charging process
is sleep-friendly.

Technical Specifications:

● Color: Black
● Input: 5V/2A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.67A
● Wireless output: 5V/1A, 9V/0.89A, 9V/1.12A, 9V/1.67A
● Charging distance: 6 mm
● Charging efficiency: 73%
● Dimensions: 100 X 14.5mm
● Working temperature: -10 to 60

Package information:

● 1x Wireless charging pad
● NOTE: WIRE NOT INCLUDED

Usages

Charge your QI-enabled smartphone wirelessly.

Use the charger for all of your QI-enabled devices.



Charging your AirPods wirelessly at home or the office.

Keeping your phone charged without needing messy wires.

Using the wireless charging pad to elevate the appearance of your workspace.

Benefits of products

Portable design for on-the-go charging.

No more tangled cables or cluttered workspace.

Convenient & highly efficient charging that saves time.

Easy and convenient charging without plugging in cables.

Compatible with a variety of devices, including Airpods.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Exclusive safety features.

4 independent charging modes.

Works with the majority of phones.

Can charge the phone through cases up to 4mm thick.



Sleep-friendly LED indicator for a distraction-free slumber.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The Trustworthy Choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Super Safe Yes No

Fast Charging Yes No

Sleep Friendly Yes No



About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What devices are compatible with this wireless charger?

Answer:The 5 Core wireless charger is compatible with a variety of devices, including
Airpods & QI-enabled smartphones.

Question:Can I charge my phone with the case on?

Answer:Yes, you can charge your phone with a case on, as long as the case is less than
4mm thick and has no metal card in between.

Question:How long does it take to fully charge a device?

Answer:The charging time will depend on the device being charged and its battery
capacity. However, our wireless charger features high-efficiency charging that saves
time.

Question:Is it safe to charge my device overnight?

Answer:Yes, the 5 Core charging pad features exclusive safety features like surge
protection and temperature control to prevent overcharging and overheating.



Question:Can I use my phone while charging on the wireless charger?

Answer:Yes, you can use your phone while it's charging on the wireless charger.
However, it's recommended to keep the phone still and avoid moving it around to
ensure proper charging.


